We derive regularity properties for the density of states in the Anderson model on a one-dimensional strip for potentials with singular continuous distributions. For example, if the characteristic function is infinitely differentiable with bounded derivatives and together with all its derivatives goes to zero at infinity, we show that the density of states is infinitely differentiable.
INTRODUCTION
To describe the motion of a quantum particle on a disordered crystal, Anderson m introduced a model in which the particle, an electron, is assumed to interact only with the impurities in the crystal which produce a potential varying stochastically from site to site.
The Anderson model is given by the random Schr6dinger operator acting on /2(Zd), where d is the finite-difference Laplacian and the values V(x) of the potential at the lattice site x are taken to be independent identically distributed random variables.
In the study of such random Hamiltonians one is usually not interested in the study of properties of H for a fixed potential V, but only in properties that hold for typical V. For example, it is a consequence of ergodicity that the spectrum of the Hamiltonian H is given by a(H) = a( -89 A) + supp p with probability one, (7'31~ where 1~ is the common probability distribution of the potential at a single site. The spectrum of H can be decomposed into pure point spectrum, absolutely continuous spectrum, and singular continuous spectrum. This decomposition is independent of the potential with probability one. (31~ An important quantity in disordered systems is the density of states, which measures, in some sense, "how many states" corresponds to energies below a certain level.
The integrated density of states N(E) is defined by

1
N(E) = lira # {eigenvalues ofH~ ~ E}
A ~ z d -~[
where A is a cube centered at the origin and HA denotes the operator H restricted to 12(A) with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
It is a consequence of the ergodic theorem that for almost every potential the limit exists for all E and is independent of the potential. (2 6 
) N(E)
is always a continuous function (7"*/and under some mild conditions is logHolder continuous. (9) It is known that without further restrictions on /~ one should not expect too much more regularity. (1I'12~ In one dimension under very general conditions N(E) is always H61der continuous on compact intervals(lO,11~ and under some minimal regularity assumptions on # it is always differentiable, even infinitely differentiable. (~2 15) In more than one dimension little is known about the differentiability of N(E). (16 18) Under mild regularity conditions which include the uniform distribution it follows that N(E) is differentiable at high disorder, (19) and under some strong assumptions on # (analytic density or exponential boundedness of its Fourier transform) it has been shown to be analytic at low energy or high disorder. (2"19'2~ In this paper we study the regularity of N(E) for the Anderson model on a strip. This had previously been done by Klein and Speis (21) under certain regularity assumptions on /~ which required /~ to be absolutely continuous (e.g., the uniform distribution). Their approach, following ref. 13 , was to use the supersymmetric replica trick to rewrite the averaged Green's function as a two-point function of a supersymmetric field theory, which was then studied by a supersymmetric transfer matrix. The problem was reduced to the study of a certain eigenvector problem. Existence was not hard to establish, but the uniqueness followed from the uniqueness of a certain probability measure on the symplectic group which is invariant under an action associated with the random Schr6dinger operator on the strip. Klein and Speis (21) proved that the eigenvector was always the restriction of the Fourier transform of that invariant measure to a certain cone; to do so, they used an old result of Whitney (32) to extend the eigenvector, originally defined on the cone of positive-semidefinite matrices, to the space of all symmetric matrices. This extension required a hypothesis on # that excluded singular distributions (Ref. 21, Theorem IV.2.7).
In this paper we prove directly the uniqueness of the eigenvector under very weak hypothesis on # (see Theorem4.11); in particular, our conditions allow for singular continuous distributions.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the Anderson model on a strip and state our results; Section 3 is devoted to the development of the supersymmetric Hilbert spaces used in ref. 21 as well as to the introduction of some new ones which will be needed in the sequel. The supersymmetric transfer matrix and the eigenvalue problem are studied in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we derive the regularity of the density of states from the above-mentioned eigenvector as in ref. 21 .
Statement of Results
Let 9m be the one-dimensional lattice strip of width m, i.e., 9,, = Z x { 1,..., m }, where Z is the set of all integers, Z + is the set of all nonnegative integers, and meZ+\{0}. Let 91= {(1,0), (-1,0)} and 92= {(0, 1), (0, -1)}.
The Anderson model (1) on 9m is given by the random Hamiltonian H = H o + V on /2(9m) , where distribution # whose characteristic function will be denoted by h. We will always assume that
Let l 1 ~<l 2 EZ and let AEt,.t2 ~ be the box [ll,/2] X {1, 2,..., m} in ~m. We will denote by HEt~.t21 the operator H restricted to /2(AEt,,t2n) with boundary condition u(x) = 0 for all x r A Etl.t21-Let l~ Z § ; we will denote by A t the set A F-t.tl and by Ht the operator Hr-t, tl. We will also denote by rAt[ the number of points in A t. 
The integrated density of states N(E), E~ R, is defined by
N(E)
=
88
and h(Jl(t)=O(e bl,l) for j=0,1 and some b>0, then N(E) has an analytic extension to a strip about the real axis. Recently In this paper we prove the same type of regularity as in ref. 21 under much weaker hypotheses, similar to the ones Klein and Speis used in ref. 15 . We now state our results. Definition 3.2. Let I be a finite index set, let n eZ, and let Ill denote the number of elements of L We define 5~In to be the set of all functions qs: I--, 5on.Ill of the form ~/'(x)= (<bl(x),..., ~n(x)), x e I, where 4~1,..., ~b,, are functions from I to LPl, lll with q~i(x)=(cpi(x), ~i(x), O~(x))esol, vt for all xeI and for all i~ {1,..., n}; q)l,.-., ~o~ are functions from I to R 2, and ~, ~l,---, ~,, ~, are functions from I to A~(R2"lli), such that {~)~(x), Oe(x)}x~t,~=l ...... is a family of 1-forms with its nonzero elements forming a linearly independent set in A](RZnl/I).
We will also be using the notation q~ = (qg, ~, ~p), where (p is a function from I to R 2" with ~o=(~0~ ..... ~o,) and ~, q~ are functions from I to A'(N 2"lzl) with 0 = (~9~,..., ~b,,), q~ = (~ ..... ~,). Let I be the disjoint union of I~ and let 5(', be the copy of 5~ in 5~ Vi= 1,..., m; then X m ~ z' ~= ~ L~, can be identified in a canonical way with S~. Since for the purposes of this paper the specific linear dimensions of the Grassmann algebras in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 are not important as long as we have enough linearly independent 1-forms, we will not be distinguishing between different copies of a superspace. Consequently we will always assume that XT=~ L,e~' is a particular case of a superspace as it is defined in Definition 3.2.
For the sake of clarity of our notation we will always be assuming that all the index sets that appear are equipped with a fixed linear order ( ~< ). Let I be an index set; for x, yeI we will write x< y if and only if x~< y and x r y.
Notations. Let Let a a S7 and let a be a permutation in n symbols. Let a(a) be the element of $7 which is defined by a(a) = ((ao-(1), a~r (1)
where a=((~il, al),..., (~, a,)). Let x~I and ps {1,...,n}; we define the following operations on elements of S i: Let I' be a subset of I and M a subset of { 1,..., n }. We define the notation of superintegration through the formula
where a'\a= ((a'l \dl, a'1 \al),.. If k = n, the notation dq~ will be used instead of dq~ ... dO,,.
We will say that a superfunction F defined on s belongs to LP(~,cfl/n) if and only if F~ ~ LP(R 2"1~1 ) Va ff S 7.
Supersymmetries and Supersymmetric Functions
Let I, n be as in Section 3.1. We will say that a superfunction F defined over 5~ is in SCk(Sa~,) Let k e Z +. We will say that a complex-valued function f defined over
M;-is in Ck(M;-) if and only if it is of class C ~ in the interior of M[
and O~fis continuous all the way up to the boundary for all a in S~, where H (--1)lar(lapl+ l)/2(~<ap, a,) p-I and a = ((61, al) ..... (ak, ak)) e S/k.
To every element f of Ck(M [ ) we associate a supersymmetric function L~(f) which is defined by
F(cI))= f(A@),
q~e Sf~ 
.v, .v ~ l x~y
Let f ~ C~(M ;-). It is easy to see that
L~(f)(cI))= f(A~)= ~, 3~f(A~o)~ a e skl
and that L~ maps Ck(M[) into SC~ for all keZ+\{0}. Definition 3.11. Let keZ+\{0}; we will say that a complex- 
valued function fdefined on M[ is in 5~(M[)if and only iffe Ck(M + ) and L~(f) E SS:(L~'I).
Supersymmetric Hilbert Spaces
Let q): I--* 11. 2" be as in Definition 3.2 and let K be a function from I to (Z + )2,. We shall make use of the following notations:
~
[I We define .vf~ to be the completion of SM[ under the norm /11 'll/~ =
~Op(X)=(~O~p(X), ~o2(x)), xeI, pe{1,...,n}, and K(x)= (K~(x) ..... K,(x)), with Kp(x) = (K~p(X), KZ(x)) ~ (Z +
)
Ill "INLs.
It is clear that ._~{ is a subspace of Jt~(S~,) and it consists of vectorvalued functions F= {Fo},~sJ with F, 9 L2(R 21li) for all a 9 SJ. However, in view of the next proposition, we can assume that the components of F are in some sense weak derivatives of F,e. 
Proposition
LoAxyA (A~)
where Vx is the usual gradient with respect to the variable ~o(x)e 112. Trivially for every k 9 N we can solve the system of equations above and compute the partial derivatives 
[ ~_ qb(j).q~'(j)]F(qb)d45,
~' 9 M (4.1)
[T(F)](q~')=f exp ij l
Note that in view of Definition 3. (ii) Ifzr +, then 1 is algebraically simple and it is the only eigenvalue of modulus 1. Proof. Let E~R, e>0, n~Z+\{0, 1}, and let tp be a solution of (H~l,n I -E)~ =0 with ~p(k, 1)~R for all k= 1, 2,..., m. It is an immediate consequence of (4.5) that ~ is real-valued, However, since 
( [ B(E + iq) T(B(E) T) k B(E + it~) T] (F))a~ ~ 0
in L2(R 2m) as k ~ oe.
Proof. Through 
II(EBo(E-4-i~) TB,(E) T 9 .. Bk(E) TBk + I(E + i~l) T](F))a~II L2(R~,) ~< M
for some M < + o0 which is independent of k and of the configuration of the potential. Thus, the result follows from the bounded convergence theorem and the independence of Vez, it Z, z ~ H +. where Q is an operator on ~ whose spectral radius is strictly less than one and mj is the algebraic multiplicity of 2j.
Let (4.9) for all r/> 0 and all j = 1, 2,..., n.
[B(E+#I) TB(E) TPj(E)B(E) TB(E+irl)T](F)=O
Let A~ be the closure of {FeSM + " F(0) =0} in ~'. It is easy to see that A~ is invariant under the action of B(E) T and has codimension one. Letting t7 ~ 0, it follows from (4,9) that Pj(F)= 0 for all Fe A~' and all j= 1, 2 ..... n. Thus, 1 has geometric multiplicity one.
The rest of the proof now follows as in ref. 21 , IV.2.12(iii). |
CONCLUSION
In this section we give a brief outline of the rest of the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. As we have already pointed out, we use the same techniques as in ref. 21 and we refer the reader to the last sections of that article for more details.
Let E o eR, z~Z+\{0}, and her# ~. 
